
SP211 Worksheet 29

12.5 Torque

12.6 Rotational Dynamics

12.7 Rotation About a Fixed Axis

----- Problem 1 ----- Return to the hammer problem from Worksheet 26. Suppose that in this
figure, there is a pivot at the origin to which the start of the handle is attached.

• With the hammer in this horizontal “90◦ from downward” orientation, what is the torque on
the hammer due to gravity?

• We released the hammer and it swings about the pivot. At the instant the hammer is passing
through 30◦ from downward, what is this torque at this instant?

• How about when the hammer has passed through “downward vertical” and is now −30◦ from
downward (the − indicating left side to downward)?

----- Problem 2 ----- The right side of a seesaw is instantaneously angled at 18◦ above the
horizontal. On the left side, a 48 kg point mass sits 1.3 m from the pivot. On the right, a 39 kg point
mass sits 1.7 m from the pivot. The plank’s mass is neglegible.

• What is the angular acceleration α of this seesaw at this instant?

----- Problem 3 ----- A 32 kg wheel is modeled reasonably well as a thin hoop of radius 1.3 m
(nearly all the mass is concentrated at this radius). This hoop rotates around a stationary axle at
350 rev/min CCW. With a constant CW angular acceleration α it is brought to rest in 14 s.

• (1) What was the initial angular velocity in rad/s?

• (2) What was the angular acceleration?

• (3) What was the net torque on the wheel while slowing down?

Answers:

1. tau_gravity = -23.81 N*m (CW)

tau_gravity = -11.91 N*m (CW)

tau_gravity = +11.91 N*m (CCW)

2. alpha = -0.1875 rad/s^2 rad/s^2 (CW)

3. (1) w_0 = +36.65 rad/s (CCW)

(2) alpha = -2.618 rad/s^2 (CW)

(3) tau_net = -141.6 N*m (CW)


